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Abstract
We extend the non-relativistic AdS/CFT correspondence to the fermionic fields. In
particular we study the two point function of a fermionic operator in non-relativistic
CFTs by making use of a massive fermion propagating in geometries with Schro¨dinger
group isometry. Although the boundary of the geometries with Schro¨dinger group
isometry differ from that in AdS geometries where the dictionary of AdS/CFT is es-
tablished, using the general procedure of AdS/CFT correspondence, we see that the
resultant two point function has the expected form for fermionic operators in non-
relativistic CFTs, though a non-trivial regularization may be needed.
1 Introduction
In this paper, motivated by general idea of AdS/CFT correspondence [1], we would like to
study non-relativistic fermions by making use of a gravity description. More precisely we will
explore how to compute the two point function of a fermionic operator in a non-relativistic
CFT generalizing the relativistic one first studied in [2].
Non-relativistic CFT in d dimensions has d − 1 dimensional Schro¨dinger symmetry,
Schd−1. The generators of the Schro¨dinger algebra are spatial translations Pi, rotations
Mij , time translation H , Galilean boosts Ki, dilation D, number operator N and special
conformal transformation C. The algebra of Schd−1 is given by1
[Mij , Pk] = −i(δikPj − δjkPi), [Mij , Kk] = −i(δikKj − δjkKi),
[Mij ,Mkl] = −iδikMjl + perms, [Pi, Kj] = −iNδij
[D,Pi] = −iPi, [D,Ki] = iKi, [D,H ] = −2iH,
[C, Pi] = iKi, [C,D] = −2iC, [C,H ] = −iD. (1.1)
Since [D,N ] = 0 one may diagonalize them simultaneously leading to the fact that repre-
sentations of the Schro¨dinger algebra may be labeled by two numbers; dimension ∆ and a
number M which are the eigenvalues of D and N , respectively.
Following the relativistic AdS/CFT correspondence one expects that if there are gravity
duals to non-relativistic CFTs, the isometry of the relevant geometry must be Schro¨dinger
group. In fact such gravity duals exist and the corresponding geometry is given by
ds2 = ρ2(−ρ2dt2 − 2dtdξ + dx2i ) +
dρ2
ρ2
, i = 1, · · · , d− 1, (1.2)
which could be thought of as a solution of a d + 2 dimensional gravity coupled to massive
gauge field [3, 4].
This geometry has been used to study different features of non-relativistic CFT. In partic-
ular utilizing a propagating massive scaler field in the bulk geometry (1.2) the corresponding
point function in the dual non-relativistic CFT has been calculated [4]. Although the geom-
etry (1.2) has a one dimensional time-like boundary2, it has been used to compute two point
functions of d dimensional non-relativistic CFT. In other words, in order to compute the
correlation function in the non-relativistic AdS/CFT it was implicitly assumed in [4] that
the procedure is the same as that in the relativistic case [5,6] where the gravity description
is given in terms of AdS geometry which has a well defined boundary3. Indeed following
this assumption we will get the expected two point function of scalars in the non-relativistic
CFT, though a non-trivial regularization seems to be needed [4]. One then may wonder if
the need for such a regularization is due to the peculiar boundary of the geometry (1.2).
The aim of this paper is to further explore the AdS/CFT correspondence in the context
of non-relativistic CFTs. We study correlation functions of fermionic operators in the non-
relativistic CFT by making use of fermions propagating in the bulk geometry given by (1.2).
1This algebra can be obtained from the relativistic conformal algebra in d+1 dimensions by a contraction.
In other words the Schro¨dinger group may be thought of as a subgroup of SO(2, d+1) with fixed momentum
along the null direction.
2gtt grows faster than the other metric components for large ρ.
3Such an assumption has generically been accepted in the literature. See for example [7–15]
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More precisely we will consider a propagating massive fermion in the geometry (1.2) and
compute the value of the action with a proper boundary term for a classical solution of
the equation of motion. Then we shall identify this value with the generating function of a
fermionic operator in the non-relativistic CFT.
Since the non-relativistic AdS/CFT correspondence relates two theories with dimensions
d and d+2, an immediate difficulty we face when we are considering fermions in this context
is that the number of degrees of freedom of the spinors do not match for these two theories.
Therefore there must be a condition which projects out half of the degrees of freedom.
Actually this is the case. In fact the correspondence is smart enough to automatically
project out half of the degrees of freedom due to its particular boundary interaction. We
note, however, that although following the general procedure of AdS/CFT correspondence
we will get the expected fermionic correlation function, a non-trivial regularization is needed
to make the result finite.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will study fermions in d dimen-
sional non-relativistic CFT by making use of free relativistic fermions in d + 1 dimensions.
In particular using the field theory method we compute two point function of the non-
relativistic fermions. In section three we consider gravity description of the non-relativistic
fermions where the fermion’s two point function is found via gravity calculations. The last
section is devoted to discussions.
2 Non-relativistic fermions
In this section we review non-relativistic fermions in d dimensions and compute their two
point function4. First of all we note that the d dimensional Galilean conformal symmetry
may be obtained from conformal symmetry in d+1 dimensions [17–24]. Therefore to proceed
we will start from the action of a massless relativistic fermion in d + 1 dimensions whose
symmetry is SO(2, d + 1), the conformal group in d + 1 dimensions, then compactify it
to d dimensions along a null direction. In this way we will end up with the action of a
non-relativistic fermion.
To be specific we will consider d = 4, though it can be easily generalized to other
dimensions. The action of d+ 1 dimensional massless fermion is5
S =
∫
d5x ψ¯iγµ∂µψ. (2.1)
Let us decompose the coordinates as (t, ξ, xi), i = 1, 2, 3, where the light like coordinates
(t, ξ) are defined by
t =
1√
2
(x0 + x4), ξ =
1√
2
(x0 − x4). (2.2)
Accordingly the gamma matrices can also be decomposed along the light like and spatial
4 The non-relativistic fermion has been studied in the context of supersymmetric Schro¨dinger symmetry
in [16].
5Here we work in (−,+,+,+,+) signature.
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directions
γt =
1√
2
(γ0 + γ4), γξ =
1√
2
(γ0 − γ4), γi for i = 1, 2, 3. (2.3)
Using this notation the action (2.1) reads
S =
i√
2
∫
d3xdξdt ψ†
(
γξγt∂ξ + γtγξ∂t − (γξ + γt)γi∂i
)
ψ. (2.4)
Consider a single mode with definite momentum in the null direction ξ. So that ψ(t, ξ, x) =
eiMξψM (t, x). Therefore the action becomes
S =
i√
2
∫
d3xdt ψ†−M
(
iMγξγt + γtγξ∂t − (γξ + γt)γi∂i
)
ψM . (2.5)
Using the explicit representation for gamma matrices and setting
ψM (x, t) = e
i(Et+kixi)
(
φ
χ
)
, (2.6)
the equation of motion obtained from the above action is given by(
2E −i√2σiki
i
√
2σiki 2M
)(
φ
χ
)
= 0, (2.7)
where φ and χ are two component Weyl spinors and σi’s are Pauli’s matrices. This is the
equation of motion for non-relativistic fermion which was studied in [25] where it was shown
that the equation is invariant under the non-relativistic conformal symmetry. Indeed under
the scaling t→ λ2t, xi → λxi, the φ and χ have scaling dimension −32 and −52 , respectively.
The most general solution of the above equation is
ψM(t, x) =
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
ei(
k2
2M
t+kixi)


∑2
s=1 a
s(k) ηs
−i σiki√
2M
∑2
s=1 a
s(k) ηs

 , (2.8)
where
η1 =
(
1
0
)
, η2 =
(
0
1
)
, {asM(k), a†r−M(k′)} = (2π)3/2δsrδ3(k − k
′
). (2.9)
Now we are ready to find two point function of the non-relativistic fermions. Using the
explicit solution (2.8) one finds
〈 ψM(t, x)ψ¯−M (0, 0) 〉 =
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
d3k
′
(2π)3/2
ei(
k2
2M
t+kixi) M, (2.10)
where
M =


σik
′
i√
2M
〈0| as(k)ar†(k′) |0〉 ηsηr† −i 〈0| as(k)ar†(k′) |0〉 ηsηr†
−iσiσjkik
′
j
2M
〈0| as(k)ar†(k′) |0〉 ηsηr† − σiki√
2M
〈0| as(k)ar†(k′) |0〉 ηsηr†

 (2.11)
3
It is easy to evaluate the expectation values of a(k)’s using the anticommutator in (2.9).
Then performing the integration over k′ one arrives at
〈 ψM(t, x)ψ¯−M (0, 0) 〉 = −
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2


− σiki√
2M
i
i k
2
2M2
σiki√
2M

 ei( k22M t+kixi). (2.12)
which can be recast to the following form
〈 ψM (t, x)ψ¯−M(0, 0) 〉 = i√
2M
(
iMγt + γξ∂t − γi∂i
)
G(t, x; 0, 0), (2.13)
where
G(t, x; 0, 0) =
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
ei(
k2
2M
t+kixi) = e
3pii
4
(
M
t
)3/2
e−
iMx2
2t (2.14)
is the Green function of the non-relativistic scalar field propagating in four dimensions [4,
16, 21, 30].
3 Gravity description
In this section we will study non-relativistic fermions in d dimensions by making use of a d+2
dimensional gravity with Schro¨dinger group isometry. The corresponding gravity solution is
given in (1.2). Setting r = 1
ρ
the metric (1.2) reads
ds2 = −µ2dt
2
r4
+
2dtdξ + dx2i + dr
2
r2
. (3.1)
Here we added the parameter µ which parametrizes the deviation from AdSd+2 geometry
6.
The aim is to solve the Dirac equation in this background with an appropriate boundary
condition. Following the AdS/CFT correspondence [5, 6] this may be used to evaluate two
point function of an operator which would be dual to the bulk fermion. Due to the sym-
metry of the proposed background (3.1) one expects that the obtained two point function
corresponds to the two point function of a fermionic operator in the dual non-relativistic
CFT.
The Dirac equation in the background (3.1) is given by
(
rΓtˆ∂ξ + rΓξˆ∂t + rΓiˆ∂i + rΓrˆ∂r +
µ2
2r
Γξˆ∂ξ −
d+ 1
2
Γrˆ −m
)
Ψ(xi, t, ξ, r) = 0, (3.2)
6We note, however, that due to the scaling symmetry t → t/β, ξ → βξ of the geometry for µ 6= 0 it can
be rescaled to any value. On the other hand since ∂ξ may be identify with number operator of the dual non-
relativistic CFT, ξ direction should be periodic; ξ ≡ ξ + 2piL. It is then natural to define the dimensionless
parameter µL which may parametrize the non-relativistic nature of the theory [26]. Nevertheless we prefer
to set it as a free parameter to follow the effects of deformation. For a nice discussion concerning this point
see [27].
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where ΓAˆ’s are (d+ 2)-dimensional gamma matrices obeying
7
{Γξˆ,Γtˆ} = 2, {Γξˆ,Γξˆ} = 0, {Γtˆ,Γtˆ} = 0, {Γiˆ,Γjˆ} = 2ηiˆ,jˆ, {Γiˆ,Γtˆ,ξˆ} = 0. (3.3)
We note, however, that it is not straightforward to solve the the Dirac equation (3.2)
exactly. Nevertheless since we are interested in a solution near r = 0, one may try to find
the solution perturbatively near r = 0. To proceed we multiply the Dirac equation (3.2) by
rΓtˆ∂ξ + rΓξˆ∂t + rΓiˆ∂i + rΓrˆ∂r +
µ2
2r
Γξˆ∂ξ
leading to the following Laplace equation(
D2 +mΓrˆ − µ
2
r
ΓrˆΓξˆ∂ξ
)
Ψ(xi, t, ξ, r) = 0, (3.4)
where
D2 = r2∂2r − r(d+ 1)∂r + r2(2∂ξ∂t + ∂2i ) +
(
(d+ 1)2
4
+
d+ 1
2
−m2 + µ2∂2ξ
)
, (3.5)
To find the solution it is useful to Fourier transform over t and xi directions. Denoting by
M the momentum along the null direction ξ one has
Ψ(t, xi, ξ, r) = e
iMξ
∫
dωdd−1q
(2π)d/2
eiωt+iq.x ΨM(q, ω, r), (3.6)
by which the equation (3.4) reads
(D2 +mΓrˆ − iµ
2M
r
ΓrˆΓξˆ)ΨM(q, ω, r) = 0, (3.7)
where
D2 = r2∂2r − r(d+ 1)∂r − r2k2 + (
(d+ 1)2
4
+
(d+ 1)
2
−m2 − µ2M2), (3.8)
with k2 = 2Mω + q2. On the other hand since Γ2
ξˆ
= 0 one finds
(D2 −mΓr)ΓξˆΨM(k, r) = 0. (3.9)
This equation can be exactly solved to find ΓξˆΨM(k, r). To do so, taking into account that
Γ2rˆ = 1, one can decompose ΨM(k, r) in terms of eigenvectors of Γrˆ as follows
ΨM(k, r) = Ψ
+
M(k, r) + Ψ
−
M(k, r), ΓrˆΨ
±
M = ±Ψ±M . (3.10)
So that ΓrˆΓξˆΨ
±
M(k, r) = ∓ΓξˆΨ±M(k, r). By making use of the above decomposition the
equation (3.9) reduces to two equations for ΓξˆΨM(k, r)
±
(D2 +m)ΓξˆΨ
+
M(k, r) = 0, (D
2 −m)ΓξˆΨ−M(k, r) = 0, (3.11)
7The hatted indices denote the coordinates of the tangent space.
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whose solutions are
ΓξˆΨ
+
M(k, r) = r
d
2
+1Kν−(kr)ΓξˆuM(k), ΓξˆΨ
−
M(k, r) = r
d
2
+1Kν+(kr)ΓξˆvM (k). (3.12)
Here vM(k) and uM(k) are constant spinors, Kν(z) is the Bessel function and
ν± =
√
(m± 1
2
)2 + µ2M2. (3.13)
Plugging the solutions (3.12) into the equations (3.7) we get
(D2 +m)Ψ+M(k, r) =
iµ2M
r
r
d
2
+1Kν+(kr)ΓξˆvM(k),
(D2 −m)Ψ−M(k, r) =
−iµ2M
r
r
d
2
+1Kν−(kr)ΓξˆuM (k). (3.14)
The most general solution to the above equations are
Ψ+M(k, r) = r
d
2
+1Kν−(kr)uM(k) + f(k, r) ΓξˆvM (k)
Ψ−M(k, r) = r
d
2
+1Kν+(kr)vM(k) + g(k, r) ΓξˆuM(k) (3.15)
where f(k, r) and g(k, r) are solutions of the following differential equations
(D2 +m)f(k, r) = iµ2Mr
d
2Kν+(kr), (D
2 −m)g(k, r) = −iµ2Mr d2Kν−(kr). (3.16)
In general it is not possible to solve the above equations exactly getting a closed form for
the solution. Actually we do not even need to solve the equations exactly. The only thing
we need is the asymptotic behavior of the solutions near r = 0. Therefore we will solve the
above equations order by order near r = 0. Doing so, in the lowest order we arrive at
f(k, r) = ak−ν
+
r
d
2
−ν+ + a′r
d
2
−ν++2 + · · ·
g(k, r) = bk−ν
−
r
d
2
−ν− + b′r
d
2
−ν++2 + · · · (3.17)
where a, b, a′, b′, · · · are numerical factors. In fact for our purpose we only need the first term
in the expressions of g and f where the corresponding coefficients are given by
a = iµ2
2ν
+−2MΓ(ν+)
ν+ +m+ 1
2
, b = −iµ22
ν−−2MΓ(ν−)
ν− −m+ 1
2
. (3.18)
Note that so far we have been trying to solve the equation (3.7) which is actually the
square of the Dirac equation (3.2). Therefore a solution of a equation (3.7) is not necessarily
a solution of the Dirac equation (3.2) as well. To find a solution of the Dirac equation one
needs to plug the solution of (3.7) into the Dirac equation which in general leads to an extra
condition on the constant spinors. In particular in our case we find
vM =
−i
2M
(iκaˆΓaˆ)ΓξˆvM , uM =
−i
2M
(iκaˆΓaˆ)ΓξˆuM , (3.19)
6
where (κtˆ, κξˆ, κiˆ) = (M,ω, qi). It is worth mentioning that in these expressions there is
a term, ωΓξˆ, which has naively zero contribution due to the fact that Γ
2
ξˆ
= 0. We note,
however, that as we we will see the physical spinors which inter in the dictionary of AdS/CFT
correspondence in the non-relativistic case are (ΓξˆuM ,ΓξˆvM) and not (uM ,vM) themselves.
Therefore it is important to keep this term too.
Similarly going through the above procedure for Ψ−M(k, r) one finds
Ψ
+
−M(k, r) = r
d
2
+1Kν+(kr)u−M(k) + g(k, r)v−M(k)Γξˆ
Ψ
−
−M(k, r) = r
d
2
+1Kν−(kr)v−M(k) + f(k, r)u−M(k)Γξˆ. (3.20)
Now we have all ingredients to establish the AdS/CFT correspondence for the non-
relativistic fermions. First of all we note that since in the non-relativistic case it is believed
that d dimensional non-relativistic CFT is described by a d+2 dimensional gravity, a Dirac
spinor in the bulk is 2[
d
2
+1] dimensional, though in the dual non-relativistic field theory it
has 2[
d
2
] dimensions. Therefore a priori it is not clear how to match the degrees of freedom
in the bulk with that in the dual theory. So if the AdS/CFT works for the non-relativistic
case, one would expect that there should be a constraint on the spinor in the bulk reducing
its degrees of freedom with a factor of two. In fact, as we have already anticipated, the
correspondence is clever enough to project out half of the degrees of freedom. To see this
we note that at r → 0 we have
lim
r→0
ΨM(k, r) ∼ r d2−ν+ΓξˆvM , limr→0Ψ−M(k, r) ∼ r
d
2
−ν+u−MΓξˆ, (3.21)
showing that if we want to follow the general procedure of AdS/CFT correspondence inter-
preting the asymptotic behavior of the spinor at r → 0 as the source for the dual operator
in the non-relativistic field theory, the source should be given by ΓξˆvM and u−MΓξˆ rather
than vM and u−M . This is exactly what we need.
Indeed the spinors ΓξˆvM and u−MΓξˆ have the appropriate independent degrees of freedom
to be identified as the sources for the dual operator ψ in non-relativistic CFT. More precisely
to proceed we assume the following coupling in the non-relativistic CFT
ZCFT =
〈
exp
[∫
ddx
(
ψ−MΓξvM + u−MΓξψM
)]〉
. (3.22)
Here ψM is a 2
[d/2] dimensional spinor in the non-relativistic CFT appropriately embedded
into 2[d/2+1] dimensional spinor representation by doubling the d dimensional spinor.
Therefore to evaluate the two point function 〈ψMψ−M〉 one needs to perform the vari-
ations with respect to u−MΓξˆ and ΓξˆvM . On the other hand we would like to identify the
partition partition function ZCFT of the non-relativistic CFT with exp(IAdS), where IAdS is
the boundary term in the bulk action given by
IAdS =
∫
dξdtdd−1x
√
g Ψ(t, x, r, ξ)Ψ(t, x, r, ξ). (3.23)
Going to the momentum space and for r = ǫ with ǫ being an infinitesimal number, one gets
IAdS = ǫ
−d−1
∫
dωdd−1q
(2π)d/2
[
Ψ
+
−M(k, ǫ)Ψ
+
M(k, ǫ) + Ψ
−
−M(k, ǫ)Ψ
−
M(k, ǫ)
]
. (3.24)
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On the other hand using the solutions (3.15) and (3.20) the integrand in leading order reads
[
Ψ
+
−M(k, ǫ)Ψ
+
M(k, ǫ) + Ψ
−
−M(k, ǫ)Ψ
−
M(k, ǫ)
]
≈ iµ2Cǫd+1−2ν+k−2ν+u−M(k)ΓξˆvM (k), (3.25)
where C = 2
2ν+−2MΓ2(ν+)
ν++m+1/2
. Therefore utilizing the equation (3.19) we arrive at
IAdS =
µ2C
2M
ǫ−2ν
+
∫
dtdd−1x
(2π)d/2
dt′dd−1x′
(2π)d/2
[
∫
dωdd−1q
(2π)d/2
eiq.(x−x
′)+iω(t−t′)k−2ν
+
u−M(x
′, t′)Γξˆ(iκaˆΓaˆ)ΓξˆvM(x, t)
]
(3.26)
which can be used to find the two point function as follows
〈ψM(x, t)ψ−M(0, 0)〉 =
µ2C
2M
ǫ−2ν
+
∫
dωdd−1q
(2π)d/2
eiq.x+iωtk−2ν
+
(iκaˆΓaˆ). (3.27)
Performing the integration one finds
〈ψM(x, t)ψ−M(0, 0)〉 =
iµ2Be
3pii
4√
2M
ǫ−2ν
+
(
iMΓtˆ + Γξˆ∂t + Γiˆ∂i
) (
t−∆e
iMx2
2t
)
(3.28)
where ∆ = d+1
2
− ν+. Here B is a numerical factor which can be absorbed in the definition
of the coupling constant of the boundary term (3.23).
As we see this expression has the right form to be identified with the two point function
of the fermion in the non-relativistic CFT. Indeed it is compatible with (2.13) for ν+ =
1 (m = −1/2±
√
1− µ2M2)8. We note, however, that it is naively divergent as ǫ→ 0. This
is exactly the same singular behavior appeared in the bosonic case [4]. Although we do not
have a clear understanding for this behavior, one may wonder that this singularity may be
removed by regularizing the fermionic operators in the non-relativistic CFT.
4 Discussions
In this paper we have studied fermions in non-relativistic CFT by making use of a gravity
description9. The gravity description is given by a geometry with Schro¨dinger isometry.
We note, however, that although d + 2 dimensional geometries with Schro¨dinger isometry
have one dimensional time-like boundary, it may be used to study non-relativistic CFT in d
dimensions. Therefore unlike the relativistic case where the CFT lives on the boundary of
AdS geometry, a priori, it is not obvious where the non-relativistic CFT is living. As a result
it is not clear how to extend the dictionary of AdS/CFT correspondence to non-relativistic
CFT.
Nevertheless using the general rules of the relativistic AdS/CFT correspondence we have
been able to obtain two point function for non-relativistic fermions which agrees with that in
8Note that due to the definition of ψM the resultant two point function (3.28) is two copies of (2.13).
Note also that these two equations are written in different signatures.
9 For a study of fermions in the context of dS/CFT correspondence see [29].
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non-relativistic CFT. Of course the resultant two point function is not finite and a non-trivial
regularization seems to be needed. This might be related to the fact that the interested geom-
etry has one dimensional time like boundary though it has been used to study d dimensional
non-relativistic CFT. It would be interesting to understand this point better.
An alternative way to find a gravity dual for non-relativistic CFT has been considered
in [30, 31]. It was proposed that in order to study non-relativistic CFT in the context of
gauge-gravity duality one may start from an AdS bulk geometry and break the conformal
symmetry of the boundary theory to non-relativistic conformal symmetry by imposing a
specific boundary condition for the bulk fields. Using this approach the two point function
of scalar fields has been computed which is is the same form as that in [4] up to a shift in
the mass of the bulk field. For further discussions concerning the comparison between these
two proposals see [27].
It is worth to apply this method to the fermionic fields and compare the result with that
in previous section. Since in this case we work with AdS geometry one may borrow the
results which already exist in the literature. More precisely following [2,28] we have to solve
the Dirac equation in the AdSd+1 geometry in the light-cone coordinates(
r(γtˆ∂ξ + γξˆ∂t + γrˆ∂r + γiˆ∂i)−
d+ 1
2
γrˆ −m
)
Ψ = 0. (4.1)
The boundary condition we need to impose is
Ψ(t, xi, ξ, r) = e
−iMξΨM(t, xi, r), (4.2)
which breaks the conformal symmetry of the boundary theory to non-relativistic conformal
symmetry. Following the notation of [28] we note that the two point function has the
same expression as that in relativistic case except the momentum along ξ direction is fixed.
Therefore we get
〈ψM(x, t)ψ−M(0, 0)〉 = lim
ǫ→0
iǫ−2m
∫
dωdd−1q
(2π)d
κaˆγaˆ
k
ei(ωt+q·x)
Km− 1
2
(kǫ)
Km+ 1
2
(kǫ)
(4.3)
leading to
〈ψM(x, t)ψ−M(0, 0)〉 = C(iγtˆM + γξˆ∂t + γiˆ∂i)
(
2M
t
)∆
e
iMx2
2t . (4.4)
where ∆ = m+d/2. This has the same form as that in previous section except the dimension
of the operators is different. Of course having the same expression is not surprising as
the two point function can be fixed by the symmetry. The non-trivial point is that these
two approaches lead to different scaling dimensions for operators. It would be extremely
interesting to explore any possible connection between these two approaches.
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